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Appendix 1: Case Management Team and intervention summary 

The CMT consists of 3 nurses working under the supervision of a general practitioner based at 

Unisanté. They offer participation in the CM intervention to vulnerable patients, whether they are 

FUEDs or not, based on a locally created and validated vulnerability framework(1). For the purposes of 

this study, the following explanation of the CM intervention pertains solely to the group of FUEDs 

participating in the CM intervention. 

 

Process of Identifying FUEDs 

If a patient comes to the Lausanne University Hospital ED who has had more than 5 ED visits within 

the past year, an automated tracking system alerts ED admissions staff who contacts the CMT to inform 

them of this patient, who will be contacted and offered participation in the intervention. 

 

Case Management intervention 

If the patient agrees to participate in the CM intervention, an initial meeting with a CM nurse is 

arranged to assess his/her vulnerability using the vulnerability framework: 

 

Case Management Evaluation Grid 

5 axes of vulnerability: (tick the corresponding boxes)  
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Depending on the vulnerability assessment, a list of the patient’s needs is established, as well as 
common objectives between the CM nurse and the patient to address those needs. The role of the 
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nurse is then to furnish specific assistance and provide referrals for the patient to answer the objectives 

set: 

• If the patient has complex acute or chronic somatic problems, she/he is referred by the nurse 

to her/his current PCP (contacted by the nurse, providing patient’s consent) or, in case of a 
lack of PCP, is referred by the nurse to a new PCP. The nurse also facilitates patient’s access to 
surgical and medical specialists, if needed.  

• If the patient has a mental health illness, she/he is referred by the nurse to hospital mental 

health departments or to a psychiatrist/psychologist/PCP in the community. If the patient 

already has such a professional caring for her/him, the nurse first tries to contact her/him, with 

the patient’s consent. 
• If the patient is identified as having a substance dependency, she/he is referred by the nurse 

to substance abuse services. If the patient already has such a professional caring for her/him, 

the nurse first tries to contact her/him, with the patient’s consent. 
• If the patient encounters social problems, she/he gets assistance from the nurse depending on 

the problem (housing, obtaining income entitlement, schooling for children, etc). If the patient 

already has a social worker, the nurse first tries to contact her/him, with the patient’s consent. 
 

When referring the patient to key healthcare stakeholders, the CM nurse also focuses on linking 

healthcare team members together, facilitating communication and information sharing with the goal 

of establishing more coordinated care. An emphasis is placed on informing the patient’s PCP 
throughout the CM intervention in cases when the patient has consented to the involvement of his/her 

PCP. 

 

The CM intervention provided by the CM team can be further divided into two sub-interventions. The 

concept of facilitating specific assistance and providing referrals are the same in both interventions 

but the length of the intervention and the extent of the contact the nurses have with PCPs during the 

intervention differ. 

• The first sub-intervention, called “touch and go”, is a short intervention. It is used in 2 types of 
situations: (1) the patient has a good healthcare network, which can be rapidly re-activated to 

give her/him the care she/he needs, without any major involvement of the CM Team nurse; 

(2) the patient does not have any healthcare network and the nurse is not able to bring her/him 

to adhere to a medical relationship, the patient being then lost to follow-up. In both cases, the 

nurse meets with the patient only a few times (this can go from 1-2 times to a few weeks of 

follow-up). During this brief period, the nurse has mostly e-mail or phone contacts with the 

PCP to inform her/him of the situation.  

• The second sub-intervention is longer and is used in more complex situations. It can last several 

years, mostly leading to a real involvement of the CM Team with bridging ongoing gaps in care 

and major changes in the situation of the patient (i.e. obtaining a residency permit). In this 

case, the nurse writes a letter (see Appendix 2 for an example of the letter) to the PCP 

summarizing the CM intervention upon completion of the intervention. Previous e-mails or 

phone contacts may occur. 
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